UX Designer
[This is a full-time position in our Bellingham, WA office. Please do not apply if you are planning to work
remotely.] [Please no walk-ins]
The perfect candidate is creative and collaborative, analytical, resourceful, and super organized. You have a
strong work ethic, you’re comfortable working with internal stakeholders, presenting work and the relevant
background for your design choices, and you work well as part of a team. Your work is varied, and you’re
experienced in all aspects of design, including web and software UX/UI design, mobile design and print
design, and you’re excited to be a top UX pro for our suite of technology products. You’re inquisitive, good at
user research, and an excellent communicator.

Required Skills & Experience:
-Experience working as part of a product team
-At least 2 years experience working on software or an application as a UX/UI designer
-You are a proven problem solver through design, user feedback and iteration
-Demonstrable wireframing and prototyping experience
-Efficient and collaborative during the design and product development process
-Proven track record performing under timelines and over delivering on business objectives
-Proficiency in Adobe Creative Suite and Sketch
-Strong portfolio of work exhibiting a high level of design in layout, composition, typography, and color usage
-Ability to switch gears at a moment’s notice and focus on something new
-Outstanding communications skills— visually, verbally, and in writing
-Excellent project and time-management skills
-Super attention to detail but also be able to see the big picture
-Ability to multitask, manage, and meet multiple concurrent deadlines
-Ability to respond effectively to criticism and apply suggestions to create a positive outcome

Additional Desired Skills:
-Experience with research and analysis & UX techniques
-Experience with wireframing and prototyping
-Experience with UI design for mobile
-Familiarity with HTML and CSS
-Photography and advanced photo editing experience a plus
-B.A. or B.S. in Graphic Design or similar discipline

We offer:
-Health insurance
-Open, collaborative workspaces
-Free snacks, coffee, and other beverages

How to apply: Submit your resume (and optionally cover letter). We also encourage you to provide links to
your portfolio site, GitHub, Dribbble, LinkedIn page, sites or apps you've built, etc.

